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CENTRALISED TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM 
CAUTION ORDER FOR DRIVER TO PASS HOME DEPARTURE SIGNAL 

 
 

               Date………./…..…./………. 
 

To Driver of………………………..train at ………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

*  After satisfying yourself that the points are in the correct position, you are authorised to pass signal 

number…………………………………….…….at the Stop position, 

*  You are authorised to pass signal number …………………………………….…….at the Stop position  

and proceed to the points, stop the train and satisfy yourself that the points are set in the correct  

position,  

and then proceed cautiously into the Section……………….…....…...to………..…..…..……………...acting  

in accordance with Rule 1, Section 3. 

#  Before passing over the points at………………….................. Switch Locked Siding, Stop and ensure  

 points are in the correct position. 

Report clear and complete *at ……………………………………….. / *of signal number …………………… 

       Issued by……………………………………………………………… 
             Train Controller 

       

       Signed…………………………………………………………………. 
                         Signaller/Driver 
 

*  Delete item not used. 
# If no Intermediate siding in section, delete this clause. 
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